“When my staff are happy, I’m happy too.”

Emmanuel Destrijker from Plessisville, Quebec in Canada, is confident that he made the
right choice when buying a DACS ventilation system for his second house for layers. It can
be challenging to ventilate properly in a house with cages, but the DACS system has now
been in operation for five years and it surely has passed the test.
The choice was easy
– After quite some years in production, I am confident that I did the right thing. The system was so
different from the systems we have here in Canada, but I liked the idea of mixing warm room air
with incoming air directly over the fan blade during cold and mild seasons and the blow of fresh,
unmixed air during warm summer days. I knew by instinct that the system would perform well even
under extreme conditions as we often have here in Canada.
Straight-forward installation
All installations were done when the engineers from DACS arrived to commission the system
in late October 2011. After four hours at the site the system was up and running, and has been
running without any problem ever since. The DACS system has now been running flawlessly ever
since and has surely passed the test.
Never one single adjustment
– The biggest and the most important difference is in the “feeling” in the barn. With the other
system, you feel comfortable when you are close to the inlets, but with the DACS system you feel
comfortable wherever you are. I can see from my production figures that my birds perform very
well throughout the year and this is clearly due to the fact that there is a constant circulation of
temperate air throughout the house. In the middle row, along the wall, close to the floor or on the
top of the cages, the air movement is always there. During the hot summer days, it is more
comfortable inside the barn than outside because of the constant air movement in the barn says
Mr. Destrijker.
Stable climate
– Even my employees are happier to work in the DACS barn. And when my staff are happy, I’m
happy too, Emmanuel Destrijker says with a smile.
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